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Advanced Safety
Professional Practice

Are you in a safety role or overseeing a
safety team?
Safety roles are one of the hardest roles in an organisation.
Every person in the company is a stakeholder, there are lots of
differing expectations and you have next to no decision-making
responsibility for how work happens. It’s these reasons that
might make you feel unsure and under-skilled about how best
to approach your role.
We know that people in the safety profession come from diverse
backgrounds and more than 40% of safety professionals have
no formal training in safety. This diversity is helpful for the
profession, but it also creates large differences in capability and
role performance. These differences in how safety professionals
perform their role, and how managers and workers think it
should be performed, create confusion when it comes to the
role of safety professionals in our workplaces.
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Everyone agrees that safer work outcomes are
necessary, it’s just not always clear the role that
safety professionals play in this…
Safety Futures is here to address that.

Established by safety expert, Dr. David Provan, Safety Futures
offers the training that he wishes he’d had when he embarked
on his career 20 years ago. Today, David is an industry leader
and a recognised global expert in understanding and defining
the role of safety professionals.
The Safety Futures Advanced Safety Professional Practice program offers
professional training to help build the capability and confidence of safety
professionals by teaching the latest in safety research and practice.
This program takes the form of an online boot camp that offers a unique
opportunity to learn from David and his team in an immersive and practical
digital platform, with practical workplace activities, designed to enhance
the core capabilities that you need to be more effective in your safety
professional role.
Our program is internationally relevant, and the capabilities that you will
develop are universally required and applicable for operations anywhere in
the world.
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With David as your guide, you’ll learn the latest theory and best practice
when it comes to navigating the safety professional role today, you’ll apply
these new skills in your work and reflect on your experience with your
peers in the program.
This digitally enabled workplace-based learning experience delivers the
fundamental capabilities required of anyone working in a safety capacity
or assigned to deliver safer outcomes in an organisation. From early career
field safety advisors to experienced safety executives, this program will
appeal to all safety professionals.

PROFESSIONAL

SAFETY

PRACTICE

Capability Framework
for enabling the Safety of Work
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COURSE
MISSIONS:
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Course Overview
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Safety Profession
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Building Relationships
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Humble Inquiry
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Coaching Skills
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What do we
need to know?

What do we
need to say?

What do we
need to do?
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Management Systems

13

Prescribing Work

14

Safety Clutter

15

Safety Assurance

16

Managing Change

17

Diagnosing Opportunities

18

Building Strategy

19

Evaluating Improvement

20

Understanding Work

21

Incident Investigation

22

Learning Teams

23

Measuring Performance

24

Continuous Learning

25

Course Feedback

Course
Content
As you progress through the 15 weeks,
you’ll study, develop and strengthen five
core capabilities:

1

HOW TO

Creating Influence

There really is no point going any further in your role,
or the program until you know how to create influence
for yourself within your organisation. Your role as a
safety professional doesn’t make the key decisions in
your organisation that influence the safety of work, so
instead to make progress on safety you need others
to listen to your advice. In this level we will cover how
to effectively build relationships, use humble inquiry,
coach others and have those difficult conversations
in a constructive way.

2

Managing Risk

This is the next place to go once you have the
capability to influence others. You need to understand
the key safety risks faced by the people in your
organisation and how these risks are effectively
mitigated. Effective safety professionals have an
expert understanding of operational risk management.
In this level we will cover the psychology of risk,
risk assessment, risk reduction processes including
ALARP or SFARP demonstration, as well as control
effectiveness.

HOW TO

HOW TO

HOW TO

3

4

5

Managing Work

After you create your influence and get on top of
the critical safety risks in your organisation, the next
capability you need is to be able to design and
implement reliable safety and work management
processes. We generally refer to these as your
Safety Management System. This is the collection of
commitments, standards, practices and procedures
executed and followed by others in your organisation.
In this level we will cover the design of management
systems, effective ways to prescribe work procedures,
what to do about safety clutter and what does
insightful assurance really looks like.
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HOW TO

Leading Change

You’ve already been leading change for a while now
in your role and on this program. And since you’ve
built your influence, got on top of your risk issues and
designed and implemented effective organisational
practices, now it’s time to learn how to be strategic.
This is generally what your organisation is really looking
for you to do, to lead them on the next step-change
improvement in safety. In this level we will cover
how to diagnose improvement opportunities in your
organisation, how to design and build a strategy based
on these opportunities, how to manage the change,
and how to measure and evaluate the improvements.

Following the development of these 5 core capabilities and
the 20 critical skills underneath them, the program concludes
with learner’s developing a plan for their future – both for the
performance of their role and for their continuous learning. You
will make commitments to David and others about the changes

Facilitating Learning

With all the spare time you have in your role – now
that you have the capability to influence, manage the
risks, manage the safety system and lead change – a
core part of your role becomes facilitating individual
and organisational learning. In this level, we will cover
how to understand and share insights about work,
learn from incidents, facilitate team-based learning
processes, and address the final million-dollar
question, how to effectively measure and monitor
safety performance.

that you will make in the performance of your role. You will also
design for yourself a twelve-month continuous learning plan.
This will ensure that your upward trajectory of learning and
role effectiveness created during the program continues well
beyond its conclusion.

Each week you’ll watch short video lectures delivered by David,
work through reading material and participate in learning groups,
which will then lead you to complete a series of practical missions
related to the five core capabilities and 20 critical skills.
Each mission invites you to put theory into action, that week, in your
workplace. Once you’ve completed each mission, you will reflect on your
experience individually and with your program peers in live webinars.
There’s 24/7 learning support available as well as 7 individual 2-hour
interactive webinars led by David Provan.
The content in this program has been compiled from two decades of David’s
professional practice experience combined with the insights from his
doctoral research: What is the role of a safety professional? The identity,
practice and future of the profession. The content is deeply instructional
with easy to understand ideas and loaded with practical examples.
This essential industry professional development tprogram offers you a
chance to develop real-world confidence and capabilities gleaned from
experience in the field, which you will be able to embed into your current
role today. Following the program, you’ll be invited to join a dedicated Alumni
LinkedIn group with exclusive access to ongoing support and content.
If you’re ready to commit 3-5 hours a week and join an active community
of learners, all focused on improving the safety of work – this immersive
program is for you!
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For our full course schedule and enrolment process visit
www.safetyfutures.com or contact us at info@safetyfutures.com

Theory + Action

Sustainability
Current research indicates that on-line courses achieve
an 85% reduction of carbon emissions with respect to
classroom-based courses. This amounts to a 1.28kg CO2
reduction per person per study hour (Caird et al, 2015).
Please help us help our planet by achieving our 2022 annual
carbon emissions reduction target of 50 tonnes.

Learning
modalities
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24 Short video
lectures

24/7 Learning
support

Weekly reading and
reflective questions

Access to a
global alumni
community

Peer learning
opportunities

7 live interactive
webinars

40+ Practical
“missions”
in the workplace

Weekly facilitated
learning groups

Benefits
With over 350 Safety Professionals from
more than 30 countries completing
this program in 2021 the results of our
anonymous mid-program survey speaks
for itself. The learning experience that
participants receive includes global
peer interaction, deep reflections on
their professional practice, one-on-one
coaching with Dr. David Provan, access to
the content and benefits of an exclusive
alumni group, and a 330 page paperback
book titled ‘A Field Guide to Safety
Professional Practice”.

97

%

“ I am actively engaged
with my learning.

97

“ The capabilities I am
learning will improve
safety

97

“ I have already
implemented the new
capabilities
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Although the content of this program is designed primarily
for Safety Professionals, other related professional including
those involved in Health and Environmental Management will
also benefit greatly in the performance of their role.

80

%

“ This is the best safety
professional program
I have done

100

%

“ The leadership
capabilities will be
useful in my role

%

%

100

%

“ I plan to implement
the practices I have
learned

94

%

“ I would recommend
this program to others

Ongoing
Resources
About

Course

Contact

Exploring further online...
Delve into this ever expanding online
resource library to continuously grow
your safety professional capability.

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION

JUMP TO →
Understanding Context
Creating Influence
Managing Risk

Managing Work
Leading Change
Facilitate Learning

Advanced Safety Professional Practice

What would you like to find...?

Mei Huang

Safety Science →
Video
Lectures

Level 1 – Webinar recording
Mission 2 – Introductory Video
Guest Conversation – Professor Sidney Dekker

Internet
Resources

AWARDED MAY 20th 2021

Scientific Management
Behaviour-based safety (Wikipedia)
Safety Culture (Wikipedia)
High Reliability Organisations (Wikipedia)
High Reliability Organisations (UK HSE)
Safety Differently (Blogs)

Articles

DR. DAVID PROVAN

Griffin, M. A., & Curcuruto, M. (2016). Safety climate in organizations.
Annual Review of Organizational Psychology and Organizational
Behavior, 3, 191-212.
Hollnagel E., Wears R.L. and Braithwaite J. (2015) From Safety-I to
Safety-II: A White Paper. The Resilient Health Care Net: Published
simultaneously by the University of Southern Denmark, University of
Florida, USA, and Macquarie University, Australia.

Podcasts &
Videos

Safety of Work Ep.17: What did Heinrich really say?
Safety of Work Ep.24: How did David Woods discover the theory of
Graceful Extensibility?

Learn

Safety of Work Ep.33: Can institutional logics help us move beyond
safety culture?
Safety of Work Ep.36: How can we tell the difference between theories
and fads in safety?
Safety of Work Ep.44: What do we mean when we talk about safety
culture?
Safety of Work Ep.57: What is the full story behind safety I and safety
II? (Part 1)
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Safety of Work Ep.58: What is the full story behind safety I and safety
II? (Part 2)
Safety of Work Ep.59: What is the full story behind safety I and safety
II? (Part 3)
Safety Differently (Movie)
Doing Safety Differently (Movie)

Books

Dekker, S. (2019). Foundations of safety science: A century of
understanding accidents and disasters. Routledge.

↑
BACK
TO TOP

Lead

A copy of 'A Field Guide to Safety
Professional Practice', course completion
certificate, access to the Safety Futures
online resources library and connection
with the Global Alumni Community.
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Testimonials

I have never felt more capable
and comfortable in my role. This
program provided me with the
road map, practical guidance and
resources to continue to improve
my effectiveness as a Safety
Practitioner. As a self-funded
initiative, this is by far the best
thing I have done for my career.

The Advanced Safety Professional
Practice is a must do for all
safety professionals. The content
delivered, access to current
thought provokers in safety
practice and the learning and
development that occurs make
this the new benchmark. A very
practical program with learnings
that can be applied immediately
into any organisation. Highly
recommended.

The ASPP has been one of
the most insightful learning
platforms I have experienced.
With excellent learning content,
mentorship, support, open forum
for discussion and network –
highly recommend for any safety
professional who is looking for
direction and a lifeline in the safety
world. Definitely a Safe Space.

LUCAS COMBES,
NSW Ambulance

DARREN BATCHLER,
Barminco

STACEY HAINES,
Evolution Mining

Course
Schedule
& Fees

2022 Public Courses:

12th September – 18th December 2022

2023 Public Courses:

6th March – 16th June 2023
14th August – 24th November 2023

Fees and charges:

Base fee of USD 3,000 per participant

If you’d like to enrol your team of safety professionals, we also offer private programs to organisations who might
like to benefit from 15 weeks of dedicated team-based peer learning and reflection. This is a great way to build
capability and strengthen relationships of your entire safety organisation. Minimum numbers and discounts
apply.
Safety Futures Ltd operates out of Hong Kong, SAR where additional taxes are not applied to professional fees.
When taxes are payable in any participant's jurisdiction they will be added to the base fee.

Course
Outline:

WEEKS
1–2

Getting
Started

M1 Course

Overview
M2 Safety Science
M3 Safety Profession

WEEKS
11 – 12

Change
M17 Diagnosing Opportunities
M18 Building Strategy
M19 Evaluating Improvement
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M16 Managing

Leading
Change

WEEKS
3–5

Creating
Influence

Building Relationships
M5 Humble Inquiry
M6 Coaching Skills
M7 Difficult Conversations
M4

WEEKS
13 – 14

Facilitating
Learning

Understanding Work
M21 Incident Investigation
M22 Learning Teams
M23 Measuring Performance
M20

WEEKS
6–8

Managing
Risk

Risk Psychology
M9 Risk Assessment
M10 Risk Reduction
M11 Control Effectiveness
M8

WEEK
15

Action
Planning

Continuous Learning
M25 Course Feedback
M24

WEEKS
9 – 10

Managing
Work

Management Systems
M13 Prescribing Work
M14 Safety Clutter
M15 Safety Assurance
M12

Lead
Facilitators
David Provan

Ralph Shreeve

David is a recognised international expert in safety management
within organisations across numerous high-risk industries. He is
the former General Manager Health, Safety and Environment for
Origin Energy. Prior to that he was the Head of Quality, Safety and
Sustainability for Siemens (Asia-Pacific Region), and the Manager of
Safety Systems and Accreditation for Queensland Rail. He has held
Safety Executive Leadership positions across several high-hazard
industries with international operations for the last 20 years, across
public, private and government organisations.

Ralph has spent the majority of his career in senior operational
leadership roles working across five continents. This has exposed
him to different languages, cultures and hazardous environments.
He has experienced a broad spectrum of operational, executive and
consulting roles with military and national security organisations; oil
and gas corporations; power generation, transmission and distribution
companies and both primary and tertiary healthcare organisations.

Managing Director
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David is also an Adjunct Research Fellow at Griffith University, across
safety science and risk management disciplines, and holds several
academic degrees: Bachelor of Behavioural Science (Psychology),
Master of Health Science (Risk Management and OHS), Master of
Business Administration (Finance) and Doctor of Philosophy (Safety
Science). He completed his doctoral research in 2018 titled: What is
the role of a safety professional? The identity, practice and future of
the profession, for which he won the coveted Dr Eric Wigglesworth
OHS Education Medal. David is a Chartered OHS Professional Member
(CHOHSP) and Fellow of the Safety Institute of Australia and a Member
of the International Resilience Engineering Association (REA).
David is an internationally sought-after consultant and public speaker.
He is a published author on topics including safety leadership, safety
governance, risk management and the safety profession. He is the co
host of the internationally popular ‘The Safety of Work’ podcast which
promotes an evidence-based practice approach to safety management
within organisations which regularly features in the top 10 business and
management podcasts in Australia.

Executive Director

Over the last two and a half decades, Ralph has developed a track
record of effecting business transformations across listed, private
and government organisations both as a COO, CEO, Consultant and
Coach. In the last decade his work has been focused on developing and
implementing complex change programmes to align operational and
safety improvement initiatives that transform organisational capacities
to work safely. By leading the effective human centered design and
delivery of interactive action learning programmes, he has successfully
facilitated and sustained significant improvement in safety and leadership
capabilities at individual, team and organisational levels.
Ralph brings a unique perspective to hazardous operations through
multiple lenses shaped by extensive personal experience and
postgraduate research in Operations Management and Leadership.
With Masters degrees in Major Programme Management and Change
Leadership, as well as Post Graduate Multi-Cultural Coaching certification
from Europe’s leading universities, he integrates practical and theoretical
perspectives of operations management, safety performance and
leadership effectiveness to deliver impactful safety improvement and
leadership development outcomes.

About
Safety Futures

Established in 2020 by Dr David Provan as a global platform for health and safety
learning and leadership, Safety Futures launched an industry leading development
programme for health and safety professionals. In its first year this programme received
over 400 enrolments from more than 50 organisations in over 10 countries.
In March 2021, Safety Futures merged with Shreeve and Co, an Australia and Hong
Kong based consultancy with over a decade of experience developing and delivering
customised safety improvement and leadership development programmes to over
11,000 participants in the last eight years alone.
Through this merger, Safety Futures expanded its learning and development
offerings, including the Safety Leadership for Supervisors and Managers (SLSM)
programme. Over a nine-year period SLSM has consistently contributed to over a
25% reduction in adverse safety incidents.
Safety Futures services are based on a unique combination of executive
operations and safety leadership experience within complex organisations, as
well as leading international academic expertise in safety management and
operational risk.

Enrolment →
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Visit www.safetyfutures.com
or contact info@safetyfutures.com to enrol.

